
 

 
 

EXHIBIT 14 



Intel Confidential Material

To: Hurd, Mark[mark.hurd©tlp.00ml; Bradley. Todd{todd.bradley©hp.com]; Flaxman, Jon
E[jon.flaxman©hp.com]: Holston, Michael[michael.holston@hp.com]: Joshi, Vyornesh
I[vyomesh .joshihp.com]; Lesjak, Cathie[cathie. lesjak©h p.com]; Livermore,
Ann[ann .livermore@hp.coml: Mott, Randyjrandy.motthp.com1; Perez de Alonso,
Marcela[marcela.perez-de-alonso©hp.com]; Robison, Shane[shane. robison@hp.comJ
Cc: ECEA[ecea©hp.com); Lee, Joseph K (VP Intel Alliance)[joe.lee©hp.com; Tondreau,
Pamela[pamela.tondreau@hp.com]; Stallard, Scott J[scott.stallard@hp.com]
From: Haas, Marius
Sent: Mon 10/1/2007 715:22 PM
Importance: High
Sensitivity: None
Subject: Intel 5x5 Meeting Notes L September 28, 2007
Categories: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.5

EC members,

Attached are the meeting flotes from the Intel NxN last Friday.

Marius A. Haas
SVP, Strategy & Corporate Development
Hewlett-Packard
650 857-2586 (phone)
650 852-8378 (fax)
rnarius.haas@hp.com

Jill Brown - Executive Administrator
650 857-2503 (phone) uIl brown(Whp.com

From: Lee, Joseph K (VP Intel Alliance)
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2007 9:17 AM
To: Haas, Marius; Robison, Shane; Campbell, Gary (The CTO Gary)
Subject: Intel 5x5 Meeting Notes - September 28, 2007
Importance: High

Marius - please send out to the EC. Pam Tondreau has reviewed and vetted.

Thanks, JOE

Exhibit:

k/it: -
)ate: .3. t7.
eslie Rockwood CSR RPR
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To: Executive Council
From: Joe Lee
Subject: Intel 5x5 Meeting Notes - September 28, 2007

Intel 5x5 Meeting Notes - September 28, 2007

This note summarizes the 5x5 meeting which took place on Friday between senior HP and Intel executives
and action items taken (AR's listed in BLUE). Please review and contact me for any follow up or color
commentary.

Attendees:
HP: Mark Huid, Shane Robison, Scott Stallard, Joe Lee. Todd Bradley couldn't attend this time.
Intel: Paul Otellini (CEO), Sean Maloney (EVP Sales & Marketing), Tom Kiiroy (VP Digital
Enterprise, 2-in-a-box with Pat Gelsinger), JeanAnn Nichols (HP account exec)

5x5 Meeting Objectives:
The 5x5 occurs three times per year arid is a senior exec review of the Intel-HP strategic alliance &
business relationship. At this meeting, the intent was to follow-up on two key action items identified at the
last 5x5 held on July 25: (1) drive to closure the pan-HP Corporate Agreement for FY'08, including volume
+ revenue + rebate expectations, and (2) choose a strategic path forward for Itanium. We also reviewed
how well the Corporate Agreement has worked in FY'07. The next 5x5 is planned for February.

Meeting Summary:
The meeting went well, productive, positive in tone, continued high level of candor.

Paul started Out by talking about the state of Intel's business. He reported that things look great, especially
in notebooks and servers. EMFA is doing very well, even is maturo countries like France and Germany.
Business has strengthened as the quarter has progressed. Intel is most of the way through its
restructuring: 15-20K people have been taken out. Compared with '06, OPEX is lower by S26 per year
now and $3B per year by 2008. Margins are improving. Intel's product side is hitting all cylinders: all
products are at or ahead of schedule. The 'tick-tack" innovation model of putting a cadence into Intel's
development cycles is working extremely well. Intel's 45nrn product line on current care architectures will
ship in November, and Intel is already able to preview their next generation core architecture on 45nm, and
even some working 32nm products to be introduced in 2009. Paul reported that Intel now has 3000+
engineers working on SOC products - aimed at the consumer electronics, iPhone and ultra-low-power
handheld device markets which would allow for mega-integration (including baseband) at 32nm. HP
added that Todd has recently brought Steve Manser onboard to lead emerging businesses, adjacencies
and product categories that complement PSG's core portfolio, and it'd be worthwhile to connect with him.

Mark then provided a perspective on HP's business outlook, and reported strong business in PSG and ISS.
August was HP's best month all year. He expressed concerns about supply: we would be able to sell
more PC's and gain additional share if we could get more batteries, panels, etc. But were fine in
processors. To Sean's question re. the recent Goldman Sachs report on HP, Mark said he hasn't found
any basis to support rumors that HP was dumping supply. Mark also provided an overview of HPs
business planning and forecasting processes, which are built on growth assumptions at the lower end of
the range to ensure our costs do not outgrow revenues. He also spent some time describing plans to
address HP's sales coverage gaps, especially in Enterprise and SMB. In FY08, we might gain share in
PSG and ISS, but certainly not banking on gaining share at the same rate as we did this past year.

HP and Intel execs also exchanged viewpoints on the business conditions and competitive dynamics at
Dell, IBM, Sun and Cisco. There was discussion around recent developments among the 00M industry
(e.g., consolidation, moving into the branded space, competing with their customers). Both sides
expressed interest in working together strategically to ensure a continued level playing field with ODM's.
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The conversation then turned to Itanium, and the different strategic choice points that a joint, restricted
team have developed since the last 5x5 in July. Tom started by summarizing two roadmap alternatives,
and the costs associated with each. The choices appear binodal: an expensive plan vs. a crash landing.
Tom explained that the current "McKinley" core architecture has pretty much reached the end of the line
with Tukwila (2009-1 0), and that significantly more (i.e., a step function increase) investment into Itanium
CPU architecture will be required to create a compelling IPF roadmap beyond 2011.

Mark stated that HP and Intel have collectively sold $9 billion of Itanium-based systems so far and it would
be tough to contemplate walking away from those customers. Tom said Bull and SOI has essentially
moved off from Itanium, and the Japanese are not far behind. Paul added that we need to address the
inevitable on the future of ltariium, stressed that Intel cannot keep losing money on the product line, and
asserted that what s really needed ¡s a compelling migration story. He suggested that we should start by
figuring out what we really want to do with Itanium, and then work backwards from there to the define the
optimal PR, AR and customer messaging.

Both sides agree that high-availability Xeon coupled with the right HP software story is where we will want
to eventually land. but everyone also agree that scenar:o will be much easier to play out with a longer glide
path (i.e., ltanium until 2013) than with a prematurely truncated one. Scott used the example of PA-RISC,
which HP customers are still buying today, to illustrate the point that while barriers to switching are high in
the high-end server segment, so are the barriers to leaving.

Paul acknowledged that HP's dilemma is ultimately a software challenge. Scott reaffirmed that while HP
doesn't have any plans to migrate HP-UX away from Itanium, HP s completely committed to developing
x86 as a mission-critical architecture. But HPs plan is to do so by continuing to build up the capabilities of
Xeon and Linux in a parallel, "store next door" pitch, which will be much easier to sell to customers in 2013
than in 2010. Stated another way, the problem will shrink as time goes on. Intel still plans to notify 250
DEG employees on Monday 10/1 that they no longer have a job. so that they can start the 30-60 day
internal job search clock, and avoid layoffs over the holidays, but none will be Itanium engineers.

Tom suggested that Intel is willing to establish a different business model where Intel essentially becomes
"HP's contractor" on Itanium to take Itanium through 2013, such that HP can recover a substantial portion
of the total NRE bill by buying parts from Intel at a substantial price discount or cost-plus. He showed one
framework slide that had some proposed business terms around an alternative Itanium business model.
Paul said Intel is not really looking to make money from this new approach, but very simply he needs to not
to lose more money on Itanium. Tom pointed out that Intel's Itanium P&L is now actually worse than it was
one year ago, as the $1 10M in incremental economic value originally promised by HP in last year's deal did
not materialize. Mark summarize the discussion to say that HP's intent is not to stick Intel with the NRE bill
and just continue to do Itanium business as usual, but he does want to spend quality time getting behind
the numbers to come up with a fully-formed proposal. He asked that we don't make any decisions without
the execs getting back together n a room and talking through this together. All agreed to get back together
for a F2F meeting in a week.

AR #1: Senior executives to reconvene next Friday to discuss a fact-based, data-driven alternative
economic model that would enable extending Itanium to 2013.

After a short break, next up was a review of alliance highlights and achievements since the last 5x5 (e.g.,
vPro i millionth unit, supplier-owned inventory implemented 100% for Mobile, agreement to work together
on SSD-based notebook PC's, extensive technology & product collaboration in ISS, improvement in MP
Xeon volumes). The conversation then moved into an assessment of progress vs. FY'07 Corporate
Agreement targets. \Mien judged in aggregate, both HP and Intel agree that the Corporate Agreement has
been a success for Intel as measured by revenue achievement ($6.25B this year vs. $5.4B in FY'06) and 3
points of market share gain vs. AMD. Intel will sell 33.6M microprocessors to HP in FY'07 compared to the
296M agreed to in last Fall's Corporate Agreement. 33.6M processors represent a 35% YoY growth vs.
HP's total processor growth of 30%. Intels net revenues will grow to $6.2 billion in FY'07, up from S5.4
billion last year, or $800M Y0Y gain. Mark remarked on improvements in the Intel-HP relationship across
the board - not necessarily attributable to any one thing, but rather a variety of small things that collectively
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has made a difference. He called out a noticeable lack of Intel supply problems in the past 12 months.
Sean said his team had worked hard to ensure that HP gets what we need. Mark appreciated the results,
and offered to send a note of thanks to Tammy's team at the end of the year.

This 5x5 meeting was also intended to ratify the agreed-upon volume & rebates targets for the FY'08
renewal of the two-year Corporate Agreement. However, Intel discovered at the 11th hour some last minute
concerns about the proposed deal structure that may raise legal and optics questions about selling below
cost, in order to "meet comp" AMD's offer. This situation is particularly acute with the decline in desktop
CPU prices (net) over the course of 2007. Intel feels that AMD is in a position to make certain offers to HP
that Intel may not be able to match, being in a more dominant competitive position. Or it could be that
AMD's cost structure is different than Intel's once you factor in factory utilization which is drives different
variable vs. fixed costs. As a result, Sean asked for a few more days to propose a workaround. Mark
stated that HP would be willing to work with Intel on whatever payment mechanism would deliver the
economic value that HP needs, while giving Intel the necessary freedom to address their legal concerns

AR #2: \/ork to close Out definitively the FY'08 Corporate Agreement unit volume targets and rebates, and
get the FY'08 deal signed. Intel will propose an alterna:ive structure by next Diesday, October 2.

The dialogue then turned to a final slide that listed Out a range of ideas for potential further collaboration
between Intel and HP. Three "thematic" areas were identified for further exploration prior to the next CEO
5x5. The execs requested that these be discussed as a 'deep dive' at the next CEO 5x5 in February.

Beyond the box! "annuity" model: Intel has the capability to build extra features & functions into
chipsets using excess transistor budgets that are turned off at shipment and can be turned on later
upon payment. There is opportunity to combine this idea with HP IP or with HP's activities with
Hollywood studios on digitized video content, and jointly work on getting the market to adopt and
consume these types of services. Dave Murphy ± Eric Kirn / Jeff McCrea.

Education notebooks: Intel estimates there is aì TAM of 400 million children, not necessarily in
emerging countries but rather middle-class kids in mature countries, who are completely
underserved and would buy a notebook PC given the right price point. Need to check with Todd to
see who should own this AR (i.e., Ted or Steve). Possibly combine this with an Innovation Day on
MID's and SOC opportunities. Ted C'ark or Steve Manser (HP) and (intel).

Better engagement of HPS and HP Software on the vPro opportunity: Intel believes we are
still sub-optimized on HPS and HP Software, and not doing enough to preserve our one million unit
lead in PSG now that Dell is also entering the market with vPro-enabled PC's. Intel asked if HP
has any forum where PC hardware, HPS and HP Software come together to coordinate on
integrated customer solutions. The action here for the next 5x5 is to determine how we can do
more in HPS and HP Software with vPro, and to put some energy behind it. Tom Hogan / Tim
Howe (HP) and GB Bryant (Intel).

On Todd's behalf, Shane raised HP's concerns about proposed 2008 Intel Inside changes that has caused
some heartburn at HP. Intel stated that a series of conversations are already taking place to work through
the issues, and explained that they are simply trying to update the Intel Inside program to reflect new ways
that today's customers research and buy computer products. If not resolved at the working level, we
agreed to find a way to bring the gap to the attention of the right folks.

Mark then brought up a few Intel-as-customer opportunities to ensure that Paul had them on his radar
screen. (1) ProCurve and Cisco RFQ, (2) Neoview and data warehouse / EDW. Separately, Paul
mentioned that IBM had come in and pitched HR outsourcing, but he said Intel did not find it compelling.

Mark concluded the meeting by summarizing his sentiment that the way we structured a Corporate deal
last year has helped both companies in FY'07, and that the relationship has improved across a variety of
dimensions. He will drill down further into the alternative Itanium business proposal in prep for next week's
F2F meeting. The meeting ended at 11am.
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